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The New York Times best-selling authors of Lessons from the Light offer a new and provocative

understanding of heaven and how messages from the afterlife can assist you in the here and now.

We live in a world of near-universal acceptance that once our lives on the Earth come to an end, we

continue to a greater world. Whether that destination is called heaven, nirvana, or simply the other

side, tradition teaches us that there is, in most cases, a fairy-tale ending to life, a place where joy

and harmony reign supreme. Yet, as this book attests, there is still more to heaven and Earth than is

dreamt of in our philosophies. George Anderson is considered by many to be the greatest medium

living today. After more than 50 years of hearing from souls who have transitioned to the world

hereafter, he is constantly reminded by those who have passed that our preconceived notions of

this life - and the next - aren't always accurate. The nine stories in this book illuminate times when

unusual circumstances, such as sudden death, unresolved emotions, abusive relationships, and

painful family dynamics, make it necessary for the dead and the living to find new doors to healing.

In session with Anderson, survivors and those who have passed meet again in encounters that are

profound, bittersweet, highly emotional, and sometimes downright funny. What we learn is that there

are little-known spiritual treasures - and lessons to be learned - about heaven and Earth that can

restore, revitalize, and make new what was once broken. Life Between Heaven and Earth is an

inspiring, thought-provoking, path-changing work, one that affirms that no matter how complicated a

circumstance is, resolution, peace, and acceptance can be found in deep and remarkable ways.

Read by a full cast of narrators: Fred Sanders Cassandra Campbell Danny Campbell Amanda

Carlin Mark Deakins Kimberly Farr Rachel Fulginiti Hillary Huber Jorjeana Marie Kathleen

McInerney
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I was first introduced to George Anderson's work almost 25 years ago. His words and message

about life after death was truly eye-opening, and something I referred back to many times as people

close to me passed on. I read this book in one sitting and found it to be both comforting and

inspirational. I'm NOT big on religion or matters of faith, but George's interaction with his clients and

the hope he seems to bring is truly amazing. I highly recommend it. And while you'really at it,

re-read his seminal book "We Don't Die".

I used to be a skeptic but after meeting George and reading this book, it's like being born again. Life

just isn't the same anymore. It's like everything I had questions about are finally clear to me. If you

read this book, your life like will never be the same either.

As a grief therapist, I am constantly reading for myself and my clients. This book is a remarkable

read. I have been recommending it to clients that are in their grief experience. This book also should

be read by those providing counseling to understand some of what their clients are wanting to know

about their loved one that has crossed over. Particularly recommending this for parents that have

had their children cross over. Several of the client's stories used for the book would particularly

touch them. Read this book, recommend this book...there is someone out there that is just waiting to

be told about it to receive the special messages held on the pages!

I am a longtime fan of George Anderson and his work for grieving families. His latest book is a

marvel. I listened to the Audible.com version, which was read by compelling actors. But I was most

impressed with George's choice of readings that dealt with complex, paradoxical issues, and his

wise interpretation of the messages from the souls on the other side, reflecting fifty years of listening

to their communications to loved ones here. He talks about his own maturation in understanding the

sometimes difficult meanings of trials humans face in their life journeys. l was especially fascinated

by the discussion about the plasticity of outcomes in our life journeys, how there is a dance between

choice and destiny. It was a revelation to me that even though one's soul may have "agreed on" a

certain life path before birth to learn specific lessons, sometimes that life path proves to be too much

for that person and situations might be modified to make them more bearable. Such a comfort! The



universe isn't so rigid and unfeeling as to throw us things we can't handle indefinitely; apparently

there's some give-and-take, and even the trials that are most important to our growth here on earth

can be adjusted. There is also tremendous reassurance that the souls are closer to us than we can

ever imagine, supporting us like guardian angels. Thank you, George, for sharing the wisdom of the

souls with us, once again, in this new, wonderful, reassuring book.

I have read all of Georgeâ€™s books and each has brought me tremendous peace. This book is no

different in that regard, but I feel like George takes things a few steps further and is even more

candid in his writing, in revealing a bit more of himself, and in what he has learned from the souls. A

very courageous move on his part, and what a gift to the rest of us! As always, Georgeâ€™s

humility, honesty, kindness and generosity are ever present. I will keep this book nearby like I do his

others when I need to be reminded that our lifeâ€™s journey will play out just as it is meant to...

Not one of Anderson's best, too much ghostwriter. I did not like the format as it was almost a blow

by blow detail of the conversations taking place in a number of his readings, which I found horribly

boring and repetitive. Gave it three stars because I have great respect for Anderson, otherwise I

would have rated it a two. The he said, she said format was the crux and padding of the book.The

best chapter was a brief synopsis by Anderson in the last chapter regarding what he learned about

the other side during his years as a medium. It was all too brief and covered more in depth and in a

more interesting manner in some of his other books. I didnt think this book was worth the hype or

the money, read one of his other works which are much better.

I want to express my sincere, heartfelt condolences to George Anderson and his team and the

family and friends of Co-Author Andrew Barone who recently transitioned to the next stage of life.

Andrew's contribution to the important work of sharing the souls' insights to our struggles on earth is

a legacy that will provide comfort to people for generations to come."Life Between Heaven and

Earth" will benefit everyone living the human experience and needing to understand that there is a

reason for all of our experiences. The readings and insights have the ring of TRUTH.

Inside this book you will find peace and comfort that will lead you to a better sense of how the

hereafter works and reveals themselves.A must read for anyone who has lost a loved one.
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